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Celebrity Interior Designer, Robin Baron, Collaborates with Austin Luxury Pillow 
Designer, Deborah Main, The Pillow Goddess™, to Launch  

the New UnZipped Pillow Collection 
 
 
New York, NY – May 5, 2022 – Nationally-recognized interior designer, Robin Baron, announces her 
new collaboration with Austin-based luxury pillow designer, Deborah Main, The Pillow Goddess™. The 
two have teamed up to design and launch the one-of-a-kind UnZipped Pillow Collection, available 
exclusively at RobinBaronDesign.com. The artisanal pillow collection is proudly hand-made in the USA 
and available in multiple sizes and colors. 
 
The UnZipped Pillow Collection is as unique as a decorative pillow can get. Elevating the ordinary throw 
pillow to new heights in home fashion, the UnZipped pillow is fun and flirty and sure to spark playful 
conversation. Each pillow, handcrafted in Austin, Texas, features a fully functioning exposed zipper, 
revealing a sneak peek pouch with a pop of contrasting color. Paired with exposed hardware, the swish 
of a handmade suede tassel is a design detail that shakes up home décor with a seductive and sleek 
look.  
 
“Deborah and I both share a love for bold color and texture. When thinking about a new pillow collection, 
it made perfect sense to collaborate with the one and only Pillow Goddess™, as I love her unique 
creations. We’ve opened up a whole world of style with the bold UnZipped Pillow Collection, a new 
exclusive to the fashion-inspired home furnishings e-commerce store, RobinBaronDesign.com.” 

 
 

The exciting, new UnZipped Pillow Collection is searchable by color and collection name, and available in 
eighteen different color combinations and three different sizes, 18, 20, and 22-inch squares. As with all of 
RobinBaronDesign.com products, customers will discover design tips, tricks, and advice from Robin as to 
how to style the UnZipped Pillow Collection with additional home décor. Customers also have access to 
Robin’s pro design services,  available by the hour or by the room, as well as her full scope design 
capabilities. 

 
 

EXPLORE THE SHOP AT https://robinbarondesign.com 
 
 
About Robin Baron Design 
Robin Baron is an award-winning interior designer, luxury home furnishings designer, and lifestyle expert   
who educates and inspires. She launched her full-service design firm in 1990 after starting out in fashion 
design. Her unique point of view attracted clientele that quickly grew to include celebrities and heads of 
major corporations. In 2018, Robin expanded her business with her Signature home furnishings collections 
including hardware, rugs, case goods, upholstery, and lighting. Today, Robin Baron Design includes her full-
service design firm, her Signature Collections, licensed collections, and a multi-channel e-commerce site 
that provides a unique opportunity for designers and consumers to shop curated products with direct access 
to Robin’s expert advice and design sensibility. 
 
About The Pillow Goddess 
Based in Austin, Texas, Deborah Main, The Pillow Goddess™, is an award-winning luxury pillow designer 
handcrafting one-of-a-kind decorative pillows for homeowners and interior designers for over 18 years.  



Deborah tosses the ordinary throw pillow aside creating new and exciting conversation pieces which take 
center stage in the home. Her original pillow designs are sought after by homeowners, interior designers, 
and collectors across the country. Deborah’s work has been featured in numerous publications and show 
homes and recognized by the national Martha Stewart American Made Awards. 

  
 

Robin Baron Design 

A Place to Shop, Dream, and Stay Connected 
 

 
 

 

 
For More Information Please Contact: 

 
Yudi Kaufman 
YKD Associates 

yudi@ykdassociates.com 
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